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MESSAGE FROM THE DEPARTMENT HEAD 

Our department marked a real milestone in September this 

yeat• with special celebrations to mark the twentieth 

anniversary of the inauguration of the IE Department in 1993. 

This included both a forum of our postgraduate alumni with 

some ground breaking discussion, and then a very special 

dinner attended by over 200 faculty, staff, students and 

alumni. This was an extremely happy and proud occasion 

where many memories were shat•ed; reflecting on this, I was 

aware of our considerable achievements and progress. With 

collective energy, we can look fonvard to a very promising 

future. 

Part of that includes both IJJJiovatloJI and an 

IIItenllsclpiJIJal'J approach. We have steadily advanced 

both areas of Logistics and IE, achieving high international 

recognition and consistent global rankings. Our current UG 

students are in an advantageous position, choosing logistics 

management or· industrial engineering as their focus. Our aim 

is to ensure that core courses overlap, enabling our· students 

to seek opportunities and employment in both fields as well as 

the business sector. Such flexibility has been a real 

possibility with the revised curriculum for the new, four-year 

undergraduate degree program. We have also promoted an 

outcome-based education approach for ail courses. 

lmWJ'ation became reality when we offered a unique course 

in Desig11 TlliiikiJig in collaboration with The China 

Academy of Art ( CAA) in June 2013. Students had a 

great opportunity for two weeks to visit the CAA 

campus (Hangzhou) to focus on the areas of idea generation 

and concept design. Returning to HKUST, students focused on 

prototyping and product realization. Through practical 

hands-on experience, they learnt how to think like a designer 

and resolve constraints arising from technical, aesthetic and 

human factors and business concerns. 

ImwvatloJI and an lllterdlsclplillaJ'J' approach can also be 

found within the IELM faculty who continue to break 

boundaries with new ideas and applications. 2013 saw the 

introduction of a unique challenge to all secondary school 

s t u d e n t s i n H o n g K o n g , n a m e I y il'J J' 1'o J' D e sign 

Competition 2013. Aimed at fostering creativity and 

ingenuity, students could either work individually or part of a 

team. The uptake was extremely keen; with growth and 

determination at local and governm ent level, I believe it 

would be possible to establish the area of innovative design as 

a possible hub in Hong Kong. 

This year, I look forward, with faculty, staff, alumni and 

friends, to reflecting on our Depart.ment's considerable 

achievements and progress since 1993. With collective 

energy and teamwork, we can focus on new strategies for a 

very promising future. 

Pl'ofessot' Fugee Tsung 

Head of Industrial Engineering 

and Logistics Management 



IELM 20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

!ELM has just turned 20! In celebration of its success in the 

past two decades, an Anniversary Forum and 

Commemorative Dinner were held on September 28 2013. It 

was a wonderful occasion to review the milestones and 

reflect upon the outstanding innovation and collective energy 

of !ELM Department since its inauguration in 1993 as the 

Department. of Industrial Engineering. 

The Anniversary Forum was divided into 2 parts: in the first 

part. six !ELM postgraduate alumni met 

with P1•ofessor Fugee Tsung, Head 

of !ELM Department. Prot'essor 

Ravindra Goonetillel•e. Associate 

Head, l~•·ofessor Jeff Hong and 

P•·ofesso•· Ajay .loneja. This was 

followed by a gathering between our 

postgraduate alumni and 16 of our 

current postgraduate students as well 

as P••ofesso•· Emily Au, both our alumnus and Lecturer in 

!ELM. This was a particularly enjoyable reunion as everyone 

had their own personalt•ecollections and memories to share 

with each other. It was also an opportunity to reflect on the 

current state of industt'Y and views of whet·e trends will lie in 

Lhe future. 

One or the highlights of the 

celebrations to mark the 

twentieth anniversary was the 

Anniversary Dinner, which was 

held in the Chinese Restaurant at 

HKUST. More than 200 faculty 

members. !ELM staff, fellow 

alumni from the past twenty years 

and current students 

congregated for this 

significant occasion 

and took advantage of 

a truly meaningful 

opponunit.y to share 

special memories of 

theit' previous time at. 

HKUST. 

The occasion started with 

a huge gathering or 

everyone in the Hong 

Kong Jockey Club Atrium 

for a commemorative 

photograph . Enjoying a wonderful atmosphere, guests then 

returned to the restaurant for the unique dinner. '1\vo current 

!ELM students Henri PANG and Dorothy KWONG were the 

Master of Ceremonies for the evening. The first speaker, 

Professor Fugee Tsung, Head and Professor of the !ELM 

Department expressed his thanks to all who had contributed 

to Department's outstanding development and to the alumni 

who had come. In his very pet·sonal addt·ess. Professor 'l'sung 

focused on our Department's future development, noting that 

he truly believed that education should adopt a holistic 

- --

approach so that it addressed the 

needs of the whole person. He 

reflected that the way forward was to 

build on existing departmental 

strengths of integration and 

systematic thinking, together with 

using innovative and intet·disciplinary 

approaches. Using this method would 

mean gradually t•evising our 

curriculum and training up future IE leaders of whom we 

could be proud of. 

After this very individual speech, we then welcomed the next 

speaker, Mr. Clifford Ng, one of the original Industrial 

Engineering Department students in I 993 and currently an 

!ELM Faculty lndustt'Y Advisor. Mr. Ng holds the position as 

the Asia Dit·ector of Quality at Microsoft COI'poration. He 

spoke or his time as a student when HKUST was in the early 

stages or becoming a world-class university and how this 

experience had influenced his parliculat' career path. We 

were also pleased to have Professor 

Guohua Chen. Department Head of 

Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering 

and Professor Chl'istopher 

Leung, Department Head of 

Civil and Envit•onmental 

Engineering joined the 

celebration as 

guests-of-honor. 

Before Lhe Dinner was 

served. guests enjoyed a video 



~=======~-------RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENT 

recording of the milestones and memories of !ELM 

Department over· the past 20 years. Even though Pt•ofessoa· 

Tony F Chan. President of HKUST and Professor Mitchell 

Tseng, the Founding Head of !ELM Department could not be 

there for t.he occasion. they were able to offer their 

congratulations and personal thoughts on the remarkable 

joul'lley that I ELM Depart.ment has made since 1993. 

The dinner· was packed with exciting highlights. One of our 

dual degree students. Kenny LAM . who is also a passionate 

musician, performed three very expressive pieces on the 

treble recorder. This was followed by an elegant and 

beautiful dance performance by !ELM alumnus Vanessa 

WONG and HKUST alumnus Dominica TSE who both 

perform professionally. The climax of the night was the lucky 

draw session. Apart from gifts given out by our professors. 

there were electronic products and gift vouchers sponsored 

by GP Electronics (HK) Limited and the Esquel Gr·oup. 

It has been quite a 

while since many 

graduates and 

professors last saw 

one another and they 

were all thrilled to be 

able to catch up at the 

dinner. It was a 

memorable evening and offered a unique opportunity for 

networking with experts from many areas of industry. Our 

students were also able to meet with alumni and gain 

fir·st-hand knowledge of their• own working experiences. 

A 20th Anniversary Publication and Video are also prepared 

to review the milestones and reflect upon the continuous 

innovations and latest developments of IELM Department. 

Check these out at http://20a.i elm.ust.hk/dinn er ! 
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AND COLLABORATIONS 

HKUST -USC Targeted Strategic Partnerships 

IELM has just collaborated with the University of Southern 

California (USC) Viterbi School of Engineering on the project 

"Strategic Partner·ship on the Next Generation Manufactur·ing 

Research between HKUST and USC". in response to the 

HKUST Sponsorship Scheme for Targeted Strategic 

Partnerships. 

HKUST Sponsorship Scheme for Targeted Strategic 

Partnerships is one of the University's initiatives to 

encourage university-level partnership: and USC has been 

identified as one of the HKUST strategic partners worldwide. 

Collaborations are encouraged by seed funding from the 

President's Targets or Opportunity Fund, and funding from 

partner univer·sities. With this funding, HKUST 

scholars can develop collaboration with targeted 

pai'Lners through faculty visits, workshops and 

attending conferences and with this exposure. 

continue to huild upon the foundation for a 

full-scale. self-sustainable development of 

these partnerships. 

The research project will be conducted by 

Professor Fugee Tsung, Head and 

Professor of IELM and Professor Qiang 

Huang. Associate Pr·ofessor and Gordon S. 

Marshall Ji:arly Career Chair in 

I~ n g i nee ring of the D a n i e I ,J. E p s t e i n 

Department of Industrial and Systems 

Engineering at USC. The project will 

receive funding to support the visit of one 

HKUST faculty to USC for 3 times, the visit of 

one USC faculty visit to HKUST for 3 times; 

and 2 workshops at HKUST with invited 

speakers . 



HONORS AND AWARDS-FACULTY 

first US Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 

fellow in Hong Kong 

Professor Ra,•indra Goonetlllel•e. 

Associate Head and Professor, has been elected 

a Fellow of the United States Human FactoJ'S 

and Ergonomics Society (HFES). The Society 

was founded in 1957 with a mission to actively 

promote the discovery and exchange of knowledge on human 

characteristics and relate these to th e design of differing 

kinds of systems and devices. 

Professor Goonetilleke is the first member from Hong Kong 

and the Greater China region to be elected as a Fellow. This 

honor acknowledges both his outstanding professional 

contributions to the Society and to the field of Human Factors 

and Ergonomics, as well as his achievements to advance the 

discipline and science or Human Factors and Ergonomics. He 

has over 150 publications in the area of Ergonomics and 

Design and holds many US and China patents. He is a well 

sought out speaker on the international stage as well as a 

consultant who has worked over the years with numerous 

multinational companies. His book, "Science of Footwear". 

encompassing some of his ground breaking research related 

to footwear, was published in November 2012 by CRC press . 

Professor Goonetilleke's wot•k on design related issues has 

been internationally recognized ancl his various projects have 

Teaching and Research Excellence in IELM 

Professor Neville Le(~. Adjunct Associate 

Professor. has won 2 awards elected by 

students . He has been voted as the Best 

Lecturer in the Best Ten Lecturers Election 

2012, and has been selectee! as one of the 

speakers in the HKUST Great Minds 2013. 

This is the third time for Professor· Lee to receive the Best 

LecLUrer Aware! . 

The Best Ten Lecturers Election 2012. aimed at recognizing 

teaching excellence , was held in November 2012 ancl has 

been organized annually by VERTEX (the House 11 Students 

Association) since 1996: whil e 1-IKUST Great Minds 2013 

provides a platform for all professors to share one aspect of 

their work that they are most passionate about in the format 

of a 10 minute talk. Being voted by students to be one of the 

speakers, Professor Lee gave his views on the subject of "How 

can we become a little bit more innovative?" by inspiring 

students to think more lateral ly with an 'out-of- the-box' 

creative approach . 
II 

won top awards both in Hong Kong and ar·ound 

the world. The My Toy Design Competition 

2013 and the continuing collaboration with the 

China Academy of Art in Hangzhou are his most 

recent extraordinary contributions to the world 

of Design Thinking ancl Ergonomic Design. 

INFORMS - Outstanding Simulation Publication 

Award 2012 

Pt•ofessot• Jeff Hong won 

2012 Outstanding 

Simulation Publication 

Award from the INFORMS 

Simulation Society for his 

two articles "Estimating 

Quantile Sensitivities" and 

"Simulating Sensitivities of Conditional Value-at-risk". 

Professor Hong shared this award with his former PhD 

student Guangwu LIU, who is now an Assistant Professor in 

the Department of Management Sciences. City University of 

Hong Kong and the co-author of the second article . This 

Award recognizes outstanding contributions to the area or 

simulation literature worldwide. 

Professor Ho-Yin Mak, Assistant 

Professor , received the School of' 

Englneer/JJg TcaclJJng Excellence 

Appreciation Award 2012-13. The aware! 

was established in 1994-95 in recognizing 

the outstanding teaching performance of 

engineering faculty. Professor Mak's teaching excellence has 

also been recognized by students. He has been elected as the 

Best Lecturer in the Best Ten Lecturers Election 2012. 

Professor Mak gained the honor for his explicit effort in 

providing a motivating and stimulating learning environment 

with critical thinking in class . He helps students understand 

the connections ancl gaps between theory and practices, i.e. 

how technical knowledge can help real companies irnpr·ove 

logistics and supply chain processes by adding new elements 

(case studies and a simu lated business consulting project) to 

the 2 courses he teaches: I ELM 2410 Logistics ancl Ft•eight 

Tr·ansportation Operations and IELl'vl 3450 Logistics Planning 

and Service Management. 



~==~ma .............................. OBITUARY-

Research Excellence in Social Sciences -
Second Class Award 

Professor Xiangtong (H. Associate 

Professor, received a Second Class Awal'd of 

the 6th Reseal'ch Excellence in Social 

Sciences from the Ministry of Education for 

his paper on "Price CompetiUon , Cost and 

Demand Disruptions and Coordination of a Supply Chain with 

One Manufacturer and '1\vo Competing Retailers". The paper 

was co-wriuen with Professor Tiaojun Xiao of Nanjing 

University and was published in Omega, an International 

Joumal of Management Science (Volume 36, Issue 5) in 2008. 

The Award has been set up to recognize outstanding research 

projects at al l tertiary institutions in China. They are 

predominantly presented to individuals or units that have 

made remarkable contributions in the areas of scientific 

discovery, technological innovation, science and technology 

advancement, and the implementation of patented 

technologies. 

Professor Chung-Yce Lee . Cheong Ying 

Chan Professor of Engineering and Chair 

Professor. have been r·ecognized for his 

research impact and contributions to a local, 

regional and global context in the School of 

Engine el'iiJ g Dis ti ng u ish e d Res e al'Cll 

Excellence A wai'd 2013. 

Being an internationally recognized researcher, Pr·ofessor· Lee 

was ranked No . 6 among all researchers worldwide in 

h-index, according t.o an article in International Journal of 

Productioy Economics (2009), which looked at all papers 

published in the 20 core production and operations 

management journals during last 50 years. He has engaged in 

numerous research projects sponsot·ed by indust.ries in US 

and Hong Kong, and has published more than 130 papers in 

refereed journals. Cunently, he is working on a project under 

Research Grants Council's Theme-based Research Scheme on 

"Transforming Hong Kong's Ocean Container Transport 

Logistics Netwot·k", which is the only funded project in 

business area. with a funding of HK$13.292 million . 

PROFESSOR RAYMOND CHEUNG 



HONORS AND AWARDS- STUDENTs 
Champion in HKIE-MI Student Project 
Competition 2012/ 2013 

It was ver·y exciting to learn that a team or three !ELM 

students. ,JI Slheng, PANG Ylk Hang and ZHANG Yl have 

won the Champion Award in the HKIE-MI Student Project 

Competition 2012tl3. The topic of the project was "A 

Toys"R"Us Project to Design the Next Generation Toys" and 

the project advisor was Professor Ral•indra 

Goonetillel\e. 

Organizers of the event were the Manufacturing and 

Industrial Division of the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers 

(HKIE-Ml) . Theit' over·all aim was to deepen students' 

understanding of the importance of Ml engineering 

technologies to people's lives by encouraging them to stretch 

their intellectual and practical competence in applying these 

concepts to real life cases. 

This year. the competition took place on Saturday, June 15 

2013 at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. In cooperation 

with Toys"R"Us, the worldwide chain toy store with operations 

in greater China and various South East Asia markets. the 

!ELM team focused on modern toy design through advanced 

technology and innovative concepts. Wot•king through 

different stages fr•om concept-initiation and design to 

prototype development and testing, the students applied what 

they have learnt to a practical toy design problem , and 

designed their prototype with innovation and creativity under 

real business and operation conditions. Their final design of 

the toy "Uncatchable Ball" was assessed by a judging panel 

of six senior members of the HKIE-Ml and was considered 

innovative and viable. The panel also highly commended the 

clarity and fluency of our students' presentations, as well as 

their hard work in researching, analy7.ing, prototype making, 

testing. evaluating and implementing their· projects. 

m 

1st Runner-up in HKSQ Student Project 
Competition 2013 

A team of three internationaiiELM students . Pel'C ARGEI\11 

BALLBE, Sarang GUPTA and Ard~· AGUSTINO were 

awarded the first runner-up in the 1-IKSQ Student Project 

Competition 2013, which was held on April 6 2013 at the City 

Univet•sity of Hong Kong. 

The HKSQ Student Project Competition is an annually hosted 

company-based competition organized by the Honf: Kong 

Society for Quality (1-IKSQ). It aims to offer an opportunity for 

students to work on, and propose resolutions to, an actual 

industrial case. 

This year, the project was sponsored by Techtronic Industries 

Company Limited (TTl), a world-class ,ieadet• in design , 

manufacturing and marketing of tools and equipment. This 

innovative,competition was launched with a visit to the TTl's 

main factor' in Dongguan, Ghina. Through this opportunity, 

students gained a bett.er understanding about various 

operations and proce ses at the factory, which provided 
' extreme ly useful backgt ound knowledge for them to work on 

I ' 
the pr•oject. 

With !the topic ;ocusing on the improvement for the Supplier 

Audit Process at TTl, the !ELM team analyzed the problem 

faced by TTl. They then formulated the Supplier Audit Index 

(SAl) and proposed to enhance the Supplier Scored Card. 

Composed of the representatives from TTl and 1-IKSQ, the 

judging panel reviewed the project based on the criteria of 

approach, effectiveness and practical applicability. They were 

very impressed by the presentation and depth of knowledge 

from the !ELM team. 



- EVENTS 
Design Thinking- A Joint Summer Course with The China Academy of Art (CAA) 

This summer, HKUST 

collaborated with the 

prestigious China 

Academy of Art (CAA) 

located in Hangzhou, 

to host a course 

entitled Design 

Thinking with the 

theme of "Technology Meets At•t". The aim of the 

one-month summer course was to offer a platform for students 

to learn through practical experience of how to think like a 

designer. train up their "Design Thinking" mindset and resolve 

constraints arising from technical, aesthetic and human 

factors, as well as business concerns. 

20 HKUST students were selected through a strict 

interview process. During the first 2 weeks, they went 

to the China Academy of Art (CAA) and met with 20 

other students either from the CAA School of 

intermedia or the School of 

Design (Industrial Design). 

Students from both institutions 

then attended lectures with 

topics focusing on the 

principles of design and what 

design means for each 

discipline, some techniques of 

Idea Generation and the Divergent Thinking Method, etc. They 

also had a company and factory visit in Hong Kong and 

Shenzhen. 

Besides the lectures, students were required to work on a 

project in groups of 2 to 4 members from both institutions. 

They generated and tested the project ideas in Hangzhou. and 

developed the final prototypes in HKUST. Students were able 

to gain hands-on experience by broadening ideas and 

combining all the technology, e.g software programming, and 

art elements through the design pt·ocess. This 

course was taught by professors from both 

HKUST and CAA. They used some innovative 

to absorb key strategies for a 

"Design Thinking" mindset. 

Professor Fugee Tsung, Head 

and Professor of !ELM 

greaUy supported 

this unique joint 

course. He commented that "This 

collaboration demonstrates the innovaLive 

teaching of the course which has initiated 

concepts of "design thinking" to all the students 

in a short time. l am very impressed and amazed by both the 

strength of the teaching of all the faculties involved, as well 

as the exceptional level of creativity from all the students." 

The prototypes integrated technology and art, symbolizing the 

creative and innovative energy ft•om the younger generation 

at both renowned institutions. These wonderful projects were 

exhibited in the HKUST Engineet·ing Commons on June 27 

2013. Pt•ofessor Wei Shyy, Executive Vice-President and 

Provost of HKUST, attended the exhibition and encouraged all 

students to continue ,with their efforts . 

Two prototypes were selected for the 

awards of Best Overall, and Best 

Technical Execution. The former went to 

"1\h' & Mrs Potato". The idea of the 

product is to create an ornament to 

indicate the emotional status of 

long-distance lovers, by using a smartphone application. 

The color of two potatoes reflects the emotional status of 

the partner, and the user can change the color of the 

potato by touching it. The Best Technical Execution Award 

went to "Blend". This project uses Kinect to detect the 

movement of the uset•'s hand and convert the trajectory of 

hand gestures to different color patterns. The colorful 

patterns are projected on layers of black fabric screens . The 

user can create their own piece of art through the use of 

moving hands. 

Sponsorship for the awat•ds was generously provided by DJI 

Innovations and CAA; each successful team was awarded 

HKD3.000. Each project team was also sponsored by HKUST 

with a maximum of HKD1 ,000 in recognition of their hard 

work in the area of project exhibition. 

A 
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My Toy Design Competition 2013 
The My Toy Design Competition 2013 was successfully held to 

foster the importance of entrepreneurship and innovation. 

Over 100 distinguished guests and students attended the 

Awards Presentation Ceremony and Exhibition at HKUST on 

June 26 2013. The judging panel awarded the Gold Award to 

CHAU l-llu Tung from The Hong Kong Design Institute with 

her toy Don't Let Them Be Hungry, while WONG Tsz Kl 

and NG Ka Luen both from the same institution were Silver 

and Bronze Award winners with their toys Ballet Blossomy 

Girls and Slwtch Kit t'espectiveiy. The judges were also very 

impressed with the design of a toy fOt' the visually impaired 

childt•en and awat•ded a Special Prize to two teams of young, 

talented designers at Sha Tin Government Secondary School. 

This year. over 370 teams pal'ticipated in the Competition. 

Each team was made up of full-time students between 12-30 

years of age who wet•e currently studying in a secondary 

school or a tertiary institute in Hong Kong. A professional 

international 

judging 

p a n e I 

comprising 

specialists selected 23 finalist teams. 

ProfcssoJ' Ravlndra Goonct.lllcl'e, Chair of the 

Competition and Associate Head of IELM Department said, 

"HKUST continues to foster the spirit of entrepreneurship and 

innovation with the My Toy Design Competition 20 '13, which 

helps to nurtut·e creativity and recruit passionate young toy 

designet·s. We are pleased to witness so many creative and 

innovative toy designs. We hope the gt•owth and t•ecognition of 

creative activities in our region will help maintain the overall 

competitiveness and sustainable development of the toy 

industry in Hong Kong." 

The Competition receiv ed ardent support from various 

sponsors including King Bee Limited, ,Jetta Company Limited, 

Tsuen Lee Group (Holdings) Limited, 'foys"R"Us (Asia) Limited 

and Pro-Technic Machinet'Y Limited. 

More information about the My Toy Design Competition 2013 

is available through the following link: 

http:/ /mytovdesign. us t. h k. 
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Has ~·ou1• contact inl'o1'mat1on changed? Do you have any recent news that you would like to 

be included in ou1' next. newsletter? Send yoUI' inrormaLlon to us hy the roll owing means: 

Email: ieug@ust.hk 

Mali: IEL~I Newsletter Editor 

Depm'Lment or lnrtustl'ial Engineering and L.ogislics Management., 

The Hong Kong University or Science and Technology, 

Cleal' Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Koug 


